
Treasury Report

Overview
September continued to show significant  strength in 
streaming fees and gross profit. It was the DAO’s best 
performing month since inception in terms of  net profit. 
The total quantity of tokens earned during the period 
increased since August, albeit fees in terms of USD 
declined. Gross profit improved +111% MoM, primarily due 
to a further reduction in liquidity mining expenses.  Notably 
on the latter topic, September saw 99.9% of total supply 
become unincentivized - the first time since genesis.

Total unit supply of all Index Coop products increased 
+16%, or 273,000 units. The largest percent gain in unit 
supply was BED, growing +33% off a smaller initial base. 
The largest absolute unit gain came from ETH2x-FLI, 
adding 125,000 units or +16%.

Net Dollar Flows (N$F) is a new key indicator monitored by 
the Coop, which recognizes the net new dollar spend 
invested into Index’s products. This indicator demonstrates 
that there is continued demand for the Coop’s products 
with cumulative net dollar inflows totalling $61m during 
September, a 23% gain from the end of August.

Net profitability improved from a $0.77M loss in August to a 
$0.24M loss in September. Gross Profit continued to 
improve as Liquidity Mining expenses for the month were 
reduced to zero, and operational costs were lower as a 
result of there being no full-time vesting Contract Expense 
recognised in September. 

Revenue generated per token continues to be led by  
ETH2xFLI, accruing $322k in fees on $105m TVL, both of 
which are impacted more by price than activity. The 
revenue earned in ETH2x-FLI units showed an increase 
over August offset somewhat by a decline in token price., 
and token unit supply ended the month +15% higher.

The Finance Working Group published a forum post sharing 
the Investment Account Strategy to solicit feedback.  As 
written, the account will balance a diversified allocation to 
stablecoin, Ether, Bitcoin, and sub-asset classes including 
DeFi and Metaverse. This strategy will also  carve out a 
portion for strategic investments and partnerships with other 
DAOs or protocols.

In summary, September showed an acceleration in net dollar 
flows primarily a result of continued popularity of the FLI 
products. This month also marked our best month in terms of 
gross profit and operating (net) profit bringing us closer to 
breakeven. Importantly, this improving profitability trend has 
been a result of both revenue increase and improvements 
within our cost structure.

Treasury
Portfolio value as of Sept 30, 2021 totals $78.4m

Products
September saw the official launch of the Data Economy 
Index (DATA), a sector-specific index product. ETH2x-FLI 
and DPI continued to dominate Index Coop product 
performance on the back of a strong rally across crypto 
markets. We anticipate annualized earnings for ETH2xFLI to 
exceed $1.5m. Index Coop’s total assets under 
management (AUM) held steady at $343m.

Rank 490

Price $35.79

24h Volume $28,932

Market Capitalization $78,129,267

Circulating Supply 2,181,385

Total Supply 10,000,000

All Time High $67.08
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Token Units Price Value ($000s) % of Total
INDEX 1,951,824 35.79 69,857 89.1%

USDC 7,275,000 1.00 7,275 9.3%

ETH2x-FLI 4,997 115.16 575 0.7%

DPI 1,795 307.17 551 0.7%

BTC2x-FLI 1,724 41.38 71 0.1%

MVI 555 101.57 56 0.1%

BED 8 131.28 1 0.0%

Total 78,388 100%

https://www.instagram.com/indexcoop/

